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Abstract (en)
Screen roller blind (12) provided with a frame (10a) comprising: a roller (11) on which said screen (12) can be wound and unwound (12); rails (13)
extending from the roller (11) along an extension direction (A); a crosspiece (14) developing along a development direction (B) perpendicular to the
extension direction (A) of the rails (13), and selectively sliding along the extension direction (A) of the rails (13) according to an unwinding direction
(C) of the screen (12), or according to a winding direction (D) of the screen (12). Moreover, the screen roller blind (10) comprises a blocking device
(100) which comprises a blocking element (15) mechanically connected to an end (14a, 14b) of the crosspiece (14) and provided with at least
an extension (15a) elongated in a projecting direction (F) substantially perpendicular to the development direction (B) of the crosspiece (14), the
blocking element (15) being able to oscillate with respect to the crosspiece (14), according to an axis of oscillation (E) substantially parallel to the
development direction (B) of the crosspiece (14), between a locking position in which the extension (15a) is partially facing towards the winding
direction (D) of the screen (12), and an unlocking position in which the extension (15a) is partially facing towards the unwinding direction (C) of the
screen (12). This blocking device (100) also comprises at least a stopping block (16) fastened to one of the rails (13), susceptible of being engaged
by the blocking element (15) to prevent the crosspiece (14) from sliding in the winding direction (D) of the screen (12), and a counter-thrust portion
(17) mechanically connected to the crosspiece (14) and susceptible of abutting on the guide (13), upon the engagement of the blocking element
(15) with the stopping block (16), to keep the blocking element (15) interfering with the stopping block (16).
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